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Our Heritage & Promise
Gurusamy Goldsmiths have rooted from the traditional 
goldsmiths family of Mr. Gurusamy Achari from the clan 
of Vishwakarma Acharis, the decedents of Vishvajnya 
(goldsmith) since the ancient Indian era as inscribed in 
Rig Veda. 

Our heritage dating back to centuries have been serving 
the society with pure gold artifacts handcrafted with eter-
nal beauty. Our unique artistry passed through centena-
ries still remain in practise and are proudly reflected on 
our masterpieces. We are honoured to serve you these 
works of art handcrafted with our ancient practice adapt-
ed to each design where possibe. 

We aim to capture every process of making your piece 
of art while taking you through the history of ‘how we 
made your product as we did centuries ago’, leaving you 
with a lasting memory and our passion within.  Each be-
spoke jewelry is customised to suit your need from certi-
fied precious to semi-precious stones;  white and rose 22 
karat pure gold and enamel patterns engraved with your 
special some one’s name or a message within.





Ghata by gold

Ghata by Gold is a masterpiece expressing one’s colorful blossom within. The 
ring made of 22 kt solid gold is finely handcrafted by our passionate South In-
dian goldsmiths with our generations old traditional way, by our family. The 
bespoke piece can be customised to your special needs. Contact us to bring you 
the smile from far away in a traditional way

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with white/  rose gold, gem 
stones of your choice, other tones of similar crystals and diamonds with our 
passion within.
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garalari

Garalari - emerald  , this poet’s gemstone is believed to be ‘The love stone’ for 
the special ones who embrace a spiritual surprise from the universe which 
speaks within peacefully. 

Deep green and red enamel patterns are carved around this 22 karat pure   
gold ring. 

Gem stones and enamel tones can be customised to your intuitions with 22 
karat yellow, white or rose gold





Swarga

Swarga, this heavenly blissful artifact is finely handcraftedto serve you the 
pride and joy, our goldsmiths have hoped for. 

The vibrant oval man made crystals carefully picked with zeal are carved with  
22 karat pure   gold. The silver toned ribbon weaves around the cluster with 
Zirconia to acquire that grandeur finish. 

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/ 
yellow gold and  precious/  semi precious stones with our passion within.
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skandin

Skandin, ‘Bursting out’  of passion and grace, this 22 karat gold ring with white 
tones and electric arcs is finely arrayed with Zirconia crystals as inspired by 
our traditional goldsmiths. Silver arcs are meticulously draped through 
midway while unravelling  the blooming sole crystals from within.

The crsyals can be customised with precious or semi-precious stones and 
rose/ white 22 karat gold to suit your kind.
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Bhaga

Bhaga is his heavenly blissful artifact finely handcraftedto offer you the pride 
and joy that our goldsmiths have hoped for.  

The silver toned bows are set with white and blue crystals on this 22 karat gold 
ring. We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ 
rose/ yellow gold and  precious/  semi precious stones.
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saroruh

Saroruh, the vivid lotus is an ancient and mystical symbol of Indian culture and 
often quoted for divine beauty and purity. 

Gurusamy Goldsmiths’ Saroruh was inspired by our traditional craftsmens’ 
wild notion with vibrant petals. The crystals are tastefully clustered around 
the elegant white stone set with silvery dots of lotus stigma. 

The colorful crystals can be customised to express your vibrancy in a finely 
handcrafted 22 karat yellow/ white or rose gold with that special some one’s 
name finely carved inside the ring.   
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Tamra

Tamra, our ‘coppery rose’ ring is indeed handcrafted of  22 karat pure gold. 
The artifact meticulously toned with copper to give that warm touch for those 
rose lovers.  

Nine open hearts are beautifully allied to reflect our significance of 
numeral nine which is often perceived as a divine connotation within the mys-
tical philosophies since the ancient Indian era. The ring can be customised 
with three tones of white, rose and yellow 22 karat gold.
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shukra

Shukra, the white golden hearts was aimed to signify peace reflected from 
purity from within. Hence our artisans finely coated this peaceful white tone 
over 22 karat pure gold reflecting purity.   

Nine open hearts are beautifully allied to reflect our significance of 
numeral nine which is often perceived as a divine connotation within the mys-
tical philosophies since the ancient Indian era. The ring can be customised 
with three tones of white, rose and yellow 22 karat gold.
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Hairanya

Hairanya, our golden hearts is a true win of your heart tastefully handcrafted 
with 22 karat pure gold. 

The artifact meticulously toned with pure gold to give that warmth and purity  
for those pure love lovers.  

Nine open hearts are beautifully allied to reflect our significance of numeral 
nine which is often perceived as a divine connotation within the mystical 
philosophies since the ancient Indian era. TThe ring can be customised with 
three tones of white, rose and yellow 22 karat gold.
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araksha 

Araksha reflects protection. This simple and bold white toned ribbon was 
aimed to reflect true spirit protected by awe inspiring cluster of crystals sig-
nifying physical life. The stones are studded with minute golden orbs to give 
that  affluent style.

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/ 
yellow gold and  precious/  semi precious stones crafted with our zeal within.
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Madhavi

Madhavi, the spring flower has blossemed in our pattarai, the foundry with 
vibrant mottled petals with a silvery stalk of 22 karat gold ring. Our craftmen 
have worked on this to remind you with the arrival of spring in winter days.  

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/ 
yellow gold and  precious/  semi precious stones.





satara - pendant

Satara, ‘together with the stars’ is a heavenly blissful artifact finely 
handcrafted to offer you the pride and joy that our goldsmiths have hoped for, 
on this bowed pendant.  

The pendant with Zirconia crystals are carved with 22 karat pure gold bow with 
silvery spicate finish. 

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/ 
yellow gold and  precious/  semi precious stones.
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shagga - Pendant

Shagga, the sound of conch shell is praised in ancient Indian scriptures as 
a bestower of fame, longevity and prosperity. Our craftsmen have truly por-
trayed this conch’s vibe on this pendant.

The transparent oval crystals emerge with a melody on these white toned      
22 karat pure gold pendant.  

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/  
yellow gold and  precious/ semi precious stones on this elliptical symbol of 
space.
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shagga - earrings

Shagga, the sound of conch shell is praised in ancient Indian scriptures as 
a bestower of fame, longevity and prosperity. Our craftsmen have truly por-
trayed this conch’s vibe on this pendant.

The transparent oval crystals emerge with a melody on these white toned  22 
karat pure gold pendant and earrings. 

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/  
yellow gold and  precious/ semi precious stones on this elliptical symbol of 
space.





andakar - pendant

Andakar, the elliptical   emergence of this fine arrayed crystal pendant  and 
earrings speak for themselves. 

The elliptical pair is fine carved with Zirconia crystals studded by tiny golden 
orbs on the outer oval and white toned orbs inside. 

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/ 
yellow gold and  precious/  semi precious stones on this elliptical symbol of 
space.
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andakar - earrings

Andakar, the elliptical   emergence of this fine arrayed crystal pendant  and 
earrings speak for themselves. 

The elliptical pair is fine carved with Zirconia crystals studded by tiny golden 
orbs on the outer oval and white toned orbs inside.

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/ 
yellow gold and  precious/  semi precious stones on this elliptical symbol of 
space.
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satara - pendant

Satara, ‘together with the stars’  is a heavenly blissful artifact finely handcraft-
edto offer you the pride and joy that our goldsmiths have hoped for.  

The earrings studded with Zirconia crystals are made with  22 karat pure gold 
bow with silvery spicate finish. 

We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/ 
yellow gold and  precious/  semi precious stones.
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bandhana- earrings

Bandhana, our ‘rain-making sun rays’ are finely captured on this pair of metic-
ulously carved earrings to offer that stunning medley of golden rays and rainy 
droplets. 

The earrings studded with Zirconia crystals are made with  22 karat pure gold.

 
We can endeavor to suit your color & expression with 22 karat white/ rose/ 
yellow gold and precious/ semi precious stones.
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